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Self-assembly of quantum dots: Effect of neighbor islands on the wetting
in coherent Stranski-Krastanov growth
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The wetting of the homogeneously strained wetting layer by dislocation-free three-dimensional islands
belonging to an array has been studied. The array has been simulated as a chain of islands in 111 dimensions.
It is found that the wetting depends on the density of the array, the size distribution, and the shape of the
neighbor islands. Implications for the self-assembly of quantum dots grown in the coherent Stranski-Krastanov
mode are discussed.
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The instability of planar films against the development
coherently strained three-dimensional~3D! islands in highly
mismatched epitaxy is a subject of intense research in re
times due to the optoelectronic applications of the islands
quantum dots.1 The term ‘‘coherent Stranski-Krastanov~SK!
growth’’ has been coined for this formation of 3D islan
that are strained to fit the underlying wetting layer but a
nearly strainfree near their top and side walls,2,3 in contrast
to the ‘‘classical’’ SK growth in which the lattice mismatch
accommodated by misfit dislocations at the interface with
wetting layer.4

Experimental studies of arrays of coherent 3D islands
semiconductor materials have shown surprisingly narr
size distributions.5–8 This phenomenon, known a
self-assembly,9 is highly desirable as it guarantees a spec
optical wavelength of the array of quantum dots. The phys
of the self-assembly is still not well understood in spite
several studies.10–13 Priester and Lannoo found that two
dimensional~2D! monolayer-high islands have a minim
energy per atom for a certain size and act as precursors o
3D pyramidal islands, which become energetically favored
a smaller volume.14 Thus at some critical surface covera
the 2D islands spontaneously transform into 3D ones p
serving a nearly constant volume. The resulting size dis
bution reflects that of the 2D islands which is very narro
This picture has been recently corroborated by Ebikoet al.15

who found that the volume distribution of InAs/GaAs se
assembled quantum dots agrees well with the scaling fu
tion characteristic of submonolayer homoepitaxy.16 Korutch-
eva et al.17 and Markov and Prieto18 reached the sam
conclusion with the exception that the 2D-3D transformat
was found to take place through a series of intermed
states with discretely increasing thickness, in monola
~ML ! steps, that are stable in separate consecutive inter
of volume. Khor and Das Sarma arrived to the same con
sion using Monte Carlo simulations.19

The formation of coherent 3D islands has been discus
within the framework of the traditional concept of wetting.20

The wetting parameter, which accounts for the energetic
fluence of a crystalB in the heteroepitaxy of a crystalA on
top of it, is defined as21 F512EAB /EAA , whereEAA and
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EAB are the energies per atom required to disjoin a h
crystalA from a like half-crystalA and from an unlike half-
crystalB, respectively. The mode of growth of a thin film
determined by the differenceDm5m(n)2m3D

0 , wherem(n)
andm3D

0 are the chemical potentials of the film~as a function
of its thicknessn) and of the bulk materialA, respectively.21

The chemical potential of the bulk crystalA is given at zero
temperature by2fAA , the negative of the binding energy o
an atom to the well-known kink or half-crystal position. A
this position the atom is bound to a half-atomic row, a ha
crystal plane, and a half-crystal block.22 In the case of a
monolayer-thick film ofA on the surface ofB the chemical
potential ofA is given by the analogous energy2fAB when
the underlying half-crystal block ofA is replaced by a half-
crystal block ofB. Thus Dm5fAA2fAB . In the simplest
case of additivity of bond energies this difference reduces
EAA2EAB . Then Dm is proportional to F, i.e., Dm
5EAAF.21 It follows that the wetting parameterF deter-
mines in fact the mechanism of growth ofA on B.23

In the present work we study the behavior ofF for is-
lands that belong to an array. For the coherent SK grow
which is in fact the formation of dislocation-free 3D island
of A on the same~strained! materialA, it is convenient to
define the wetting parameterF as the difference of the in
teraction energies of misfitting and non-misfitting 3D islan
with the wetting layer.20 We study the effect of the arra
density and of the size and shape distributions of neigh
islands on the wetting parameterF of a given island. We
consider an atomistic model in 111 dimensions which can
be regarded as a cross section of the real 211 case. An
implicit assumption is that the islands have a compact ra
than a fractal shape and that the lattice misfit is the sam
both orthogonal directions. The 3D islands are represen
by linear chains of atoms stacked one upon the other.24 The
shape of the islands in our model is given by the slope of
side walls. The array in the 111-dimensional space is rep
resented by a row of 3 or 5 islands on a wetting layer c
sisting of several monolayers~Fig. 1!. The distance between
two neighbor islands is given by the numberr of vacant
atomic positions between the ends of their base chains.
©2004 The American Physical Society07-1
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In order to simplify the computational procedure, t
‘‘wetting layer’’ in our model is in fact composed of sever
monolayers of the true wetting layer of the overlayer ma
rial A plus several monolayers of the unlike substrate ma
rial B. This composite wetting layer has the atom spacing
the substrate materialB as is the real case, but for the sake
simplicity, it has the atom bonding of the overlayer mater
A. This underestimates somewhat the value ofF because the
A-A bonding is weaker than theB-B bonding, but it does no
introduce a significant error as the energetic influence of
substrateB is screened by the true wetting layerA.

To find the equilibrium atomic positions, we make use
a simple minimization procedure.18 The atoms interac
through a Morse potential V(x)5V0@e212(x2a)

22e26(x2a)#. We calculate the interaction energy of all th
atoms as well as its gradient with respect to the atomic
ordinates, i.e., the forces. Relaxation of the system is
formed by allowing the atoms to displace in the direction
the gradient in an iterative procedure until the forces
below some negligible cutoff value. Periodic boundary co
ditions are applied in the lateral direction. We consider o
interactions with first neighbors.

As expected, the edge atoms are found to be more we
bound to the underlying wetting layer than the center ato
~Fig. 2!. Compared to an isolated island, the edge atoms
an island in an array adhere weakly to the substrate. Th

FIG. 1. Schematic view of an array of islands on a wetting lay
The central island is surrounded by two islands with differe
shapes and sizes. The spacing between neighbor islands is de
by r, which is a measure of the density of the array.

FIG. 2. Distribution of the energy~in units of V0) between the
atoms of the base chain of a 3 ML high, coherent island of 20 atom
in the base chain, and the underlying wetting layer, for a posi
misfit of 8%. Full circles correspond to an island separated b
distancer 55 from two identical neighbors, while the empty on
correspond to a reference isolated island.
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in fact the essential physical effect exerted by the neighb
on a given island: it loses contact with the substrate and
wetting parameter is increased. We can regard this as
substrate becoming stiffer under the influence of the nei
bor islands.

The influence of the density of the array is demonstra
in Fig. 3. As expected, the wetting parameter increases w
increasing array density. The figure also allows us to estim
the size of the effect. At a distancer 510 ~about 3 nm!,
neighbors makeF increase by 10%; this represents an effe
tive decrease in adhesionDEAB of 0.10FEAA . For Ge/
Si~100! ~desorption energy of Ge: 4 eV!, this gives about
20 meV, a contribution of the same order as the elastic
ergy per atom~40 meV in this system21! that can signifi-
cantly affect the delicate balance of the energies involved
the growth process: diffusion barriers and surface/interf
energies.

Figure 4 shows the wetting parameter of the central isla
vs the size of the side islands. Increasing the volume of
side islands leads to an increase of the elastic fields aro
them and to a further reduction of the bonding between
edge atoms of the central island and the wetting layer.

Figure 5 demonstrates one further important result,
effect of the size distribution on the wetting of the islands
shows the behavior of the wetting parameterF of the central
island as a function of the number of atoms in the base ch
of the left island. The sum of the total number of atoms
left and right islands is kept constant and precisely equa
the doubled number of the central island. The facet angle
all three islands is 60°. Thus the first~and the last! points
give the maximum asymmetry in the size distribution of t
array, the left~right! island containing 9 atoms and the rig
~left! island 105. All three islands are 3 ML thick. The poi
at the maximal wetting corresponds to the monodisperse
tribution: the three islands having one and the same volu
of 57 atoms. This means that in the case of perfect s

r.
t
ted

e
a

FIG. 3. Dependence of the wetting parameter of the centra
land on the distancer between the islands. All islands are 3 M
high and have 20 atoms in the base chain. The lattice misfit amo
to 7%. Results for arrays of 3 and 5 islands are given, as well as
a reference isolated island.
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assembly of the array, the wetting parameter and there
the tendency to clustering display a maximum value.

The effect of the shape of the side islands, i.e., their fa
angles, on the wetting parameter of the central island is d
onstrated in Fig. 6. The facet angle of the central island
60°. The effect is greatest when the side islands have
steepest walls. The same result~not shown! is obtained when
the central island has a different shape. The explanation
lows the same line as the one given above: islands w
larger angle side walls exert a greater elastic effect on

FIG. 4. Dependence of the wetting parameter of the centra
land on the size of the two side islands. These two have e
volumes and are separated from the central one by a distanr
55. All the islands are 3 ML high, the central one has 20 atom
the base chain, and the misfit amounts to 7%.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the wetting parameter of the centra
land on the size distribution of the side islands. The islands a
ML thick and are separated by a distancer 55; the central one has
20 atoms in the base chain. The misfit amounts to 8%. The sum
the volumes of left and right islands is kept constant and equa
the doubled volume of the central island. At the center, the th
islands have equal volumes.
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substrate and in turn on the displacements and the bondin
the edge atoms of the central island.

When discussing the above results we have to bea
mind that a positive value of the wetting parameter impl
in fact a tendency of the deposit to form 3D clusters inste
of a planar film. In the case of coherent SK growth the no
zero wetting parameter is due to the weaker adhesion of
atoms close to the island’s edges. The presence of othe
lands, particularly with large angle facets, in the near vicin
enhances the effect. The transformation of 2D, monolay
high islands into bilayer islands takes place by detachmen
atoms from the edges and their subsequent jumping
nucleating on the top island’s surface.25 This edge effect
hints at the influence of the lattice misfit on the rate of s
ond layer nucleation and in turn on the kinetics of the 2D-
transformation.26,27 The presence of neighbor islands favo
the formation of 3D clusters and their further growth. For t
self-assembled monodisperse population, the highest
dency to clustering is found.

We can regard the flatter islands in our model (11° fa
angle! as the ‘‘hut’’ clusters discovered by Moet al.,28 and
the clusters with 60° facet angle as the ‘‘dome’’ clusters. It
well known that clusters with steeper side walls relieve
strain more efficiently than flatter clusters29 ~a planar film,
the limiting case of the flat islands, does not relieve strain
all!. We see that large-angle facet islands affect m
strongly the growth of the neighbor islands, leading to
more narrow size distribution.

From our results, a self-assembled population of quan
dots with the highest density is expected at comparativ
low temperatures such that the critical wetting layer thic
ness for 3D islanding approaches an integer number
monolayers. In InAs/GaAs quantum dots the reported val
of the critical thickness are found to vary from 1.2 to 2 ML.30

The critical wetting layer thickness is given by an integ
numbern of monolayers plus the product of the 2D islan
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FIG. 6. Dependence of the wetting parameter of the centra
land on the shape of the neighbor islands, as given by the f
angle of their side walls. The central island has side walls of 6
All islands are 3 ML high, have 20 atoms in their base chains,
are separated by a distancer 55. The misfit amounts to 8%.
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density and the critical volumeN12 in the (n11)th ML. The
2D island density increases steeply with decreas
temperature.12 In such a case a dense population of 2D
lands will overcome simultaneously the critical sizeN12 to
produce bilayer islands. The value ofN12 will be slightly
reduced when neighbor islands are present due to the
crease ofF.20 Regions of high adatom concentrations w
favor the highest degree of self-assembly and, due to
larger elastic forces present, are also likely to promote
spatial ordering of the islands, possibly extending to l
dense regions and leading to self-organized arrays. Isla
will thus interact with each other from the very beginning
the 2D-3D transformation and will give rise to the maximu
possible wetting parameter and, in turn, to islands with lar
angle facets and a narrow size distribution. This is in agr
ment with the observations of self-assembled Ge quan
dots on Si~001!.31 At 700 °C a population of islands with
concentration ranging from 107 to 108 cm22 is obtained. The
islands have the shape of truncated square pyramids
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